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Glossary
1

Mountain

2

Summit

3

Range

a series of mountainsor hills ranged in a line
and connected by high ground.

4

Contour

contour lines join land that is the same height

5

Tectonic Plates

pieces of the Earth’s crus

6

Altitude

the height of an object or point

7

Tourism

people travelling for fun

8

Economic

the organization of money,industry, or trade

9

Environmental

the natural world and the impact of human
activity on its condition

How mountains are formed:

a part of the landscape with steep slopes that
rise over 300m.
the top of a mountain
The brown lines are contour
lines. Contour lines join land
that is the same height above sea
level. On most maps, lines are
marked at 5m or 10m intervals.
The closer the lines are together, the steeper the slope will be.

UK Uplands

Fold mountains—Fold mountains
occur when tectonic plates collide.
The rock of the Earth’s surface is
pushed up to create mountains.
Fault-block mountains—When cracks in
the Earth’s surface open
up, large chucks of rock
can be pushed up while
others are pushed down. This creates mountains with a
long slope on one side, and a sharp drop on the other.
Volcanic mountains
—
Volcanic mountains are formed
around volcanoes. Volcanic
mountains are made of layers of
ash and cooled lava.
Dome mountains—Dome
mountains are smooth and
round-looking. They are
formed when magma is
forced up between the crust
and the mantle, but doesn’t ever flow out. The magma
makes the land bubble up like a balloon.
Plateau mountains—Plateau mountains are different
from the other mountain types.
They haven’t formed because of
rock or magma being pushed up.
They form because of materials
being taken away through erosion, which has left deep valleys
or gorges next to high cliffs.
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